


Planetary is a humane, open, 
social media platform build 

on secure scuttlebutt



Social Media Is Broken
It’s amazing, world changing but 
also broken.  

Not because of what Facebook, 
Twitter, Snap, TikTok have done, but 
because of how we think of and 
govern the space.  



Social Media is the new Public Sphere
We make the space 
together with what we 
share, curate, and 
consume. It is a social 
act which exists in a 
commons.  



Social Media Commons
We make the space 
together with what we 
share, curate, and 
consume. It is a social 
act which exists in a 
commons.  



¿Commons?
Resources belonging to or affecting the whole of a 
community. 

Our digital spaces can be a commons. One reason Twitter 
and Facebook get so much flack is they’re stuck as private 
companies trying to govern speech in many public 
spheres. 



Tragedy of the Commons
A paper about a fable of a hypothetical situation not based 
in evidence. It was made up BS basically to justify an 
economic ideology. 

Ostrom won a Nobel prize in economics for her work on 
how the commons actually work.  

Her big idea is “groups are capable of avoiding the tragedy 
of the commons without requiring top-down regulation”



Traits of a Healthy Commons
1. Clearly defined boundaries 

2. Proportional equivalence between benefits and costs 

3. Collective choice arrangements 

4. Monitoring 

5. Graduated sanctions when rules are violated 

6. Fast and fair conflict resolution 

7. Local autonomy 

8. Multiple tiers of rule-making authority (polycentric governance)



Let’s build a healthy commons
Using open protocols, driven by the traits of a healthy 
commons, we can design and build systems which allow 
for well run self managed public spheres.  

Decentralized tech presents an opportunity to re-architect  

the technology that brings people together. 



Planteary’s Vision
Create space for these sustainable commons to exist.  

Creating tools and apps using scuttlebutt for non-geeks.  

Make ‘user discover’ sensible, shift the protocol to protect 
users with encrypted groups, delete, edit, blocklists, and 
making blocking more robust.  

Introduce a sustainable economic model not based on 
surveillance & advertising. 



A familiar-feeling social 
network that’s part of an open 
ecosystem - able to promise 
no ads, more control over your 
content, no data collection, 
less harassment, and privacy 
by default - because of the way 
that it’s built.

So awesome to be at the Fastly conference as 
always! In awe of the atmosphere, details and 
content these people create!
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All the way at the top of Whistler, having gone 
up the cable cars, and crossed the wobbly 
bridge in the clearest air you can imagine.
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Seed Communities

Build communities of users.  

Solar Punks 

Privacy Advocates & Hackers 

Independent Creative Class 

Activists & Advocacy Orgs



Tom Coates

AT&T

Tom Coates PRO

is currently following you

Following Message

plasticbag.org

San Francisco

Personal account of Tom Coates - technologist, 
designer, writer, ham-fisted bun vendor. 
Thington, BBC, Brickhouse, Time Out. Open 
with abuse, you get blocked!

tomcoates

Followed by 210 in your network

Following 120 in your network

$4.99 per month

Unlock PREMIUM posts for:

Already a subscriber?

The productSubscription for Content

Create a sustainable way for 
people to charge their readers. 
Just like paid email 
newsletters or a paywall, but in 
an social media on an open 
network.



AT&T

Politico
Monday at 6.32pm

A day after President Donald Trump’s 
proposal to reopen the government put the 
ball back in Democrats’ court, some 
Republicans on Sunday said the offer should 
be viewed as a jumping off point for 
negotiations. But, Democrats continued to 
reject some of the deal’s key provisions, 
making it unclear what the next step will be.

A temporary DACA fix for 
a permanent wall? Trump 
proposal gathers more 
Dem resistance 
‘The President is offering a solution and what 
we have from Democrats so far is just 
soundbites,’ Vice President Mike Pence says.
BY CAITLIN OPRYSKO | Jan 20, 2019
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PostThe New York Times

AT&T

The New York Times PRO

is not following you

Following

nytimes.com

New York, New York

Where the conversation begins. Follow for 
breaking news, special reports, posts from our 
journalists and more.

nytimes

Followed by 210 in your network

Following 120 in your network

$4.99 per month

Unlock PREMIUM posts for:

Already a subscriber?

Connecting your accounts

Unlock PREMIUM posts by:

Already connected?

Supporting media & creators

It is no harder to publish to 
Planetary than to RSS or AMP.  
This — combined with paid 
subscriptions — makes it an 
attractive channel for 
publishers, in turn attracting 
more users.



Planteary’s Vision
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Amy Hammond liked your post
“So awesome to be at the Fastly 
conference as always…”
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the love quite significantly…”
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Coates at the Fastly event tomorrow. We 
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Built on ‘Scuttlebutt’

There are many scuttlebutt 
clients which don’t always try 
to do the same thing.  

It’s a platform for building 
social software with 
implementations in javascript, 
go, rust, java, elixir, etc… 



Git-SSB

Scat - Scuttlebutt chat

ssb-chess

ferment - Soundcloud clone

Tick Tack - blog / feed reading app

Scuttlebutt Applications
Scuttlebutt has been used to 
build decentralized versions of 
Github, Soundcloud, feed 
readers, chat clients, go, chess 
and much, much more.  

This could be a massive, 
dynamic and vibrant 
ecosystem.



Why Scuttlebutt?
It’s real, it’s being used, it’s design grew out of use.  

Real developer community with multiple implementations. 

Hackable, tangible, and a bit messy.



Worse is Better
Scuttlebutt follows the design pattern of many successful 
standards and technologies.  

It is layered, easy to get in to, easy to build on, not perfect 
in anyway. Like the web, email, tcp/ip, oauth, rest, etc… 



Human Scale & Subjective
Scuttlebutt’s been called ‘slow social media’. 

Cultivated communities, connections, social but intimate.  

Driven by pulling feeds of the content you want to see. 



Privacy & Control
Scuttlebutt supports some encrypted messaging and we’re 
working with the community to get scalable encrypted 
private groups. 

Your data is hosted by your friends and vice versa. 
Scuttlebutt has no super nodes, nor is anybody paid to 
host data.



Intrinsic vs Extrinsic Motivation
Scuttlebutt and most social media is driven by intrinsic 
motivation. Where most crypto social media projects have 
gone wrong is they attempt to solve the social problems 
like spam by paying people or buying audiences. 

Culture doesn’t work that way, it’s co-created by the 
participants not because they’re all paid. We’re not 
economic rational beings. 



RSS Reinvented
Taking scuttlebutt’s feed centric social database to create a 
platform which feels a cross between instagram, twitter, 
and google reader. 



Why RSS Died
Discovery of what to read became social (ie twitter) 

There was no way to generate ad revenue if you published 
full content on rss. 

There was no way to charge for subscriptions like we do 
with paywalls or paid email newsletters. 



When you write a post 
in scuttlebutt it is stored 

on your local storage

When people follow you, they 
copy the storage container, 
and then sync it whenever 

you’re both online

Roy

Roy

James

Roy

James

TomGem Evan

Kara

If you’re not online, the 
people following you can 

get their updates from 
someone who is

Scuttlebutt



Social Database
Scuttlebutt works by rethinking about how a 
database should work. It draws idea’s from 
couchDB and Kafka.



Social Database



Sovereign Identity
Users in scuttlebutt aren’t accounts on a 
server. They are created from an ed25519 
cryptographic keypair. It’s similar to either a 
PGP key or crypto wallet.  
The only way to write things is with this 
identity, a server or third party can’t publish in 
your name. 



Scuttlebutt Identity



Data Portability
Because the identity key pair defines your 
relationships and content, you can move it 
from one app to another.  
You own your identity and relationships. 



Gossip Protocol
Each peer exchanges a list of identities 
they’re interested in and updates each other. 
This includes store and forward of messages.



Peer Networking
You can route scuttlebutt connections over 
many protocols. This lets users sync data over 
bluetooth, tcp/ip mesh wifi, and privacy 
focused protocols like tor.



Structured Data
{
  "key": "%XphMUkWQtomKjXQvFGfsGYpt69sgEY7Y4Vou9cEuJho=.sha256",
  "value": {
    "previous": null,
    "author": "@FCX/tsDLpubCPKKfIrw4gc+SQkHcaD17s7GI6i/ziWY=.ed25519",
    "sequence": 1,
    "timestamp": 1514517067954,
    "hash": "sha256",
    "content": {
      "type": "post",
      "text": "This is the first post!"
    },
    "signature": "QYOR/zU9dxE1aKBaxc3C0DJ4gRyZtlMfPLt+CGJcY73sv5abKK
                  Kxr1SqhOvnm8TY784VHE8kZHCD8RdzFl1tBA==.sig.ed25519"
  },
  "timestamp": 1514517067956
}



Append Only Data Structures
Scuttlebutt uses a linked list style append only data 
structure. The signed hash of the previous messages 
are included in each new message. This let’s you 
verify content and prevents falsifying messages. It’s 
needed for the gossip protocol to work. 
Ephemeral content, deleting, and editing are tricky.



Append Only Data Structures



Tor, i2p, cjdns & Evading Censorship
Scuttlebutt as a protocol and some of the 
clients support routing all traffic over 
censorship.  
This isn’t on by default.  
Many current apps and libraries do expose ip 
addresses of peers. 



Pub’s & Message Flow



Installing Scuttlebutt
$ npm install -g scuttlebot 

$ sbot server 
scuttlebot 13.2.2 /Users/mota/.ssb logging.level:notice 
my key ID: OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519 



Your Secret (Identity)
$ cat ~/.ssb/secret 
# this is your SECRET name. 
# this name gives you magical powers. 
# with it you can mark your messages so that your friends can verify 
# that they really did come from you. 
# 
# if any one learns this name, they can use it to destroy your identity 
# NEVER show this to anyone!!! 
{ 
  "curve": "ed25519", 
  "public": "OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519", 
  "private": 
"[REDACTED]...........................................................................A==.ed25519", 
  "id": "@OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519" 
} 
# WARNING! It's vital that you DO NOT edit OR share your secret name 
# instead, share your public name 
# your public name: @OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519



Publishing
$ sbot publish --type post --text "Hello, world" 
{ 
  "key": "%UQkdk9g5Mw62do5/PCiStnyclq2Dhi1NhUe/IzbBik8=.sha256", 
  "value": { 
    "previous": null, 
    "sequence": 1, 
    "author": "@OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519", 
    "timestamp": 1550907704334, 
    "hash": "sha256", 
    "content": { 
      "type": "post", 
      "text": "Hello, world" 
    }, 
    "signature": "dFGHyVsuipIYiPsYGql5sAcAypDUldEIeLRphTOz3G+Kb5lyqpFwf6KlcbX5SZcJlMzJKflHarpchiClKjBQ==.sig.ed25519" 
  }, 
  "timestamp": 1550907704335 
}



Reading A Feed
$ sbot createUserStream --id @OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519 
{ 
  "key": "%UQkdk9g5Mw62do5/PCiStnyclq2Dhi1NhUe/IzbBik8=.sha256", 
  "value": { 
    "previous": null, 
    "sequence": 1, 
    "author": "@OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519", 
    "timestamp": 1550907704334, 
    "hash": "sha256", 
    "content": { 
      "type": "post", 
      "text": "Hello, world" 
    }, 
    "signature": "dFGH/TyVsuipIYiPsYGql5sAcAypDUldEIeLRphTOz3G+Kb5lyqpFwf6KlcbX5SZcJlMzJKflHarpchiClKjBQ==.sig.ed25519" 
  }, 
  "timestamp": 1550907704335 
} 
{ 
  "key": "%X/ge1np2pJPsPs1F4t5C8mj4VmeGX2jkkJFdlj+s/5o=.sha256", 
  "value": { 
    "previous": "%UQkdk9g5Mw62do5/PCiStnyclq2Dhi1NhUe/IzbBik8=.sha256", 
    "sequence": 2, 
    "author": "@OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519", 
    "timestamp": 1550981145641, 
    "hash": "sha256", 
    "content": { 
      "type": "post", 
      "text": "Hello, mars" 
    }, 
    "signature": "HACmQOWZl6AMEsv++Co/SPcPa2GI4YIRiSDeir6rPI6Lyawvq80C65N/u2LaImLf7GIgQKalqXESEYBbFh1bCA==.sig.ed25519" 
  }, 
  "timestamp": 1550981145642 
}

http://twitter.com/OKcgAu1yl8qf
http://twitter.com/OKcgAu1yl8qf
http://twitter.com/OKcgAu1yl8qf


Encrypted Messages
{ 
  "key": "%eNZaaVwWYLeeLWeyMQlzlJ62+xfbgQJQMKkpRs53zBg=.sha256", 
  "value": { 
    "previous": "%UQkdk9g5Mw62do5/PCiStnyclq2Dhi1NhUe/IzbBik8=.sha256", 
    "sequence": 3, 
    "author": "@OKcgAu1yl8qf+i3tCj5jFBkwPApN0/+vEkq0aGR9mjQ=.ed25519", 
    "timestamp": 1550993893131, 
    "hash": "sha256", 
    "content": "4qBBWCD0u3/t4USOYHOiuOJBjmpmzPmpizS8PFnrGkc3PiixVUPl8GzL3dXp/sVoqXx/
u3B2dmj0FII4nGe+LomeaZ9MKqhiadro1FA5g9WRuQIY6dnzwCZKNuD8VzH9vAYI3pXLDBDJ38ZM4+Is38ms09J5ajxs0XPST+bZy
1+0aWrCAdgDjNUeEl5lx1uX1hlCtmBc59Y2/YMQs/m8qvo7nrlGdTspkVwJlwVBMztbNYWY9ol5NWtsgg7/
KocwmlaqUcYifXWRlRPVZpIVdanmDDDbOD6qiSgV36lxZHlzbnHyxwn1vnJBRaDmDaSgWmiTDigFv9+v/
EzwDe1P3jxjyYYL20Chyerh6UnLaIzYCXOlCP+4C4F8ykIIhhY3E+FKoTz9Rr5lN0SJDawTkD1uE/
AprVVu6efBbKSNFNC8lO8w5dckpszYYaiO95/BaYNUFMLOF0U95CKmY9A=.box", 
    "signature": "gdnR+HLq2ZabrWhrVmoZTNhfnlejw00M/vDleXAY0EWPtGhA7wNk0Fe1tqG46BVwu/rfjF9RF+iB8xI4t/
fwCQ==.sig.ed25519" 
  }, 
  "timestamp": 1550993893131.001 
}

http://twitter.com/OKcgAu1yl8qf


Scuttlebutt is not a panacea
Delete 
Data storage 
Editing 
Authority 
User Discovery 
Abuse



Decentralization != Better
Social software is complicated, just like society.  
We need to be intentional about design.  
It’s a complicated socio-technological system which 
is shaped by it’s creators and then shapes the people 
who use it. 



Design Justice
Design justice aims to ensure a more equitable 
distribution of design's benefits and burdens; fair and 
meaningful participation in design decisions; and 
recognition of community based design traditions, 
knowledge, and practices





Solutions



Targeted Harassment



Broad Harassment



Social Friction



Capitalism & Power



Disrespect for User Attention



User Confusion



Developer Privilege or Inattention



Copying Capitalist Technology



Encouraging Anti-Social Behavior



Unmet User Needs



Solutions
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